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Topics for collaboration

• Megamodeling (today)

• API analysis and migration

• Software language comprehension

• Software technology comprehension
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Fig. 4. One option for Swing and SWT Type Mappings.

in JFrame, and must be re-implemented by the surrogate.

C. Mapping varying type hierarchies

Fig. 4 shows an excerpt of Swing and SWT’s class hier-
archies, with the type mappings conjectured in the previous
section. Further, Component is mapped to Widget since
they are the super-types of all widgets in their corresponding
APIs. Also, Container is mapped to Composite because
they represent widgets that can have child widgets in the sense
of the COMPOSITE design pattern [5]. For List’s case of a
Composite Target we use a directed edge to JScrollPane
to express the uni-directionality of this mapping. Finally, we
note that the mappings of the open-source wrappers SwingWT
and SWTSwing are slightly different from Fig. 4.

Wrappers should provide surrogates that completely reflect
the inheritance hierarchy of the source API for two main
reasons. First, client applications can reference and extend
any visible type of the source API. Clients using surrogates
that do not comply with the hierarchy may not even compile.
For instance, if Swing2SWT exposed JList without exposing
its super-types, clients such as Translator (l.36), which
references JList’s super-type Container, would break.

Second, wrappers can take advantage of the source API’s
inheritance decomposition to reuse wrapping code. For in-
stance, JList and JButton have Component as a com-
mon super-type, and could reuse its methods. This kind of
reuse, however, can only be achieved if type mappings respect
covariance. Fig. 4 shows that Component→Widget and
Container→Composite are covariant mappings. Hence,
Swing2SWT can implement Component methods using a
Widget adaptee, and Container will be able to reuse
these methods since its adaptee, Composite, is a Widget.
Breaking covariance indicates a potentially serious API mis-
match. In Swing, for example, buttons extend Container
and can, therefore, have child widgets. Since SWT’s Button
does not extend Composite Swing clients that attach widgets
to buttons cannot be easily migrated to SWT.

Different functional decomposition of types in the inher-
itance hierarchy can lead to additional challenges, besides
broken covariance. In SWT, for example, a widget becomes
scrollable through inheritance, by extending Scrollable,
whereas Swing uses composition with JScrollPane. Finer
grained functionality can also be offered at different lev-
els in the hierarchy. SWT’s Control.pack() method,
called in the shell object (l. 29), for instance, maps to
Window.pack() in Swing. Since Control maps to
Component, the surrogate must verify that the adaptee is
actually a Window before delegating the method call.

D. Varying creation and wiring protocols

Swing provides distinct methods for creating widgets and
wiring them to parents. Thus, Swing clients can dynami-
cally create and modify their compositions. In contrast, SWT
enforces the parent-child relationship on constructors. Thus,
clients are more constrained.

Migrating from an API that is relaxed in how it establishes
object relationships to one that enforces relationships at con-
struction time presents a challenge to wrappers. Surrogates
may need to delay adaptee construction. This also means that
operations cannot be delegated as usual; they may need to be
re-implemented. Mapping from a strict to a relaxed API does
not present major challenges. The surrogate constructors must
create the adaptee and wire it to its parent.

For example, when a surrogate for JCheckBox is instanti-
ated (l.13), it cannot immediately construct the corresponding
SWT Button adaptee because the parent widget is unknown
until the checkbox is wired to the content pane (l.29).

E. Inversion of control

Wrappers may need to delegate control from the target API
back to the application. A simple and common scenario is
that an application receives control from the wrapper through
callbacks, by implementing suitable interfaces or extending
suitable classes of the source API. When there is a correspon-
dence between callbacks of both APIs, then one can delegate
the events generated by the target API to callbacks designed
for the source API.

For instance, our Swing application registers an
ActionListener to a JButton (l.18-23), which
corresponds to adding a SelectionAdapter to an SWT’s
Button. In Swing2SWT, hence, the JButton surrogate
must register a SelectionAdapter to its Button
adaptee and keep the ActionListener. When SWT
generates a SelectionEvent, it must be translated
into an ActionEvent and delegated to the original
ActionListener. SWT2Swing, naturally, will perform the
opposite mapping.

In general, applications may override any visible instance
method of the source API—giving rise to a major challenge.
A relatively regular case is when the overridden method has
a counterpart in the target API. In this case, wrappers must
intercept calls to the method of the target API by some
means, e.g., by using instrumented subclasses of the target
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Fig. 17 Coverage of P3P’s Base Data Schema

each data reference must be resolvable to a data item in a P3P data schema. Sec-
ond, the (latest and provisional) specification stipulates sanity checking rules13 (say,
coherence constraints). We also obtained constraints from Yu et al. article on the ’rela-
tional semantics’ of P3P [30]. This article covers key constraints as well as coherence
constraints.

4.2.1 Key constraints

The key constraints of the relational schema for P3P’s normal form, as of §3.3, imme-
diately constrain the abstract syntax of §3.2. We check these constraints naturally as
we normalize policies by deriving relations from the P3P statements. Whenever we
insert tuples into the relations, we admit identical tuples, but we do not admit tuples
that violate key constraints. (This is part of the normalization algorithm [30].) We
refer to Table 4 for violation counts for the different key constraints. We note again
that the key constraints are potentially debatable; see the discussion in §3.3.

13 http://www.w3.org/TR/P3P11/#ua_sanity
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Collaboration indicators

$ pwd
/Users/laemmel/projects/misc/talks/120215-nantes/dl
$ ls
BridgingEclipseMicrosoftModeling.pdf MoScript.pdf
ComparisonOfModelMigrationTools.pdf ModelRefinmentByTransformation.pdf
CorrectATL.pdf       OnModelTyping.pdf
GeneralCompositionSemantics.pdf  TraceabilityWebApplications.pdf
ImprovingHigherOrderInATL.pdf   TypingArtifactsInMegamodeling.pdf
IncrementalExecutionATL.pdf    TypingInModelManagement.pdf
LazyATLPaperModels2011.pdf
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What’s a megamodel?

JMF style; see the pyramids papers.

Java

HelloWorld.java Java Grammar

elementOf

conformsTo

models
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That’s a megamodel, too!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tombstone_diagram

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tombstone_diagram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tombstone_diagram
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Yet another megamodel!ATL Documentations 
!

! ATL Starter’s Guide Date 07/12/2005 

 

Page 2!
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Figure 1. An overview of model transformation 

Figure 1 summarizes the full model transformation process. A model Ma, conforming to a metamodel 
MMa, is here transformed into a model Mb that conforms to a metamodel MMb. The transformation is 
defined by the model transformation model Mt which itself conforms to a model transformation 
metamodel MMt. This last metamodel, along with the MMa and MMb metamodels, has to conform to a 
metametamodel (such as MOF or Ecore). 

3 A simple transformation example 
This section introduces the transformation example that is going to be developed in the document. The 
aim of this first example is to introduce users with the basic concepts of the ATL programming. To this 
end, this example considers two similar metamodels, Author (Figure 2) and Person (Figure 3), that 
both encode data relative to persons. 

 
Figure 2. The Author metamodel 

 
Figure 3. The Person metamodel 

Both metamodels are composed of a single eponym element: Author for the Author metamodel and 
Person for the Person metamodel. Both entities are characterized by the same couple of string 
properties (name and surname). 
The objective is here to design an ATL transformation enabling to generate a Person model from an 
Author model. The transformation to be designed will have to implement the following (obvious) 
semantics: 

• A distinct Person element is generated for each source Author element; 
o The name of the generated Person has to be initialized with the name of the source 

Author; 
o The surname of the generated Person has to be initialized with the name of the 

source Author. 

http://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Concepts#Model_Transformation

Model 
transformations 

with ATL
What to think 
of this part?

http://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Concepts#Model_Transformation
http://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Concepts#Model_Transformation
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That’s nearly the same megamodel.2.3. Model-Driven Engineering 33
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Figure 2.6: Model transformation megamodel

pressions in the Object Constraint Language1 (OCL) to select the elements
in the source model to transform. OCL is a declarative language, originally
developed to specify constraints over UML models.

The MDE pattern or megamodel for model transformations is depicted
in Figure 2.6 [Bézivin et al., 2005]. With MDE a Transformation between a
source and target Model is defined by a transformation language. When
this language is defined by a TransformationModelMetamodel, the transforma-
tion definition is in fact a model itself. This TransformationModel specifies
transformations of source into target models in terms of the Metamodels
they conform to. In correspondence with the metamodelling megamodel in
Figure 2.3 on page 30, all involved metamodels conform to a single Metameta-

model.

A transformation engine (automatically) transforms source models that
conform to the source metamodel into target models that conform to the
target metamodel as described in the transformation definition. As such,
transformation engines require several inputs: source model, source meta-
model, target metamodel, and transformation definition.

Many different types of model transformations and model transfor-
mation languages are conceivable. Sendall [2003]; Czarnecki and Helsen
[2006]; and Mens and Van Gorp [2006] each give a number of properties
of model transformation languages. These include the type and number
of source and target models, horizontal vs. vertical transformations (with
respect to abstraction level), type of notation (e.g., graphical vs. textual),
source-target relationship (new vs. in-place), and many more.

1http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/modeling_spec_catalog.htm#OCL (June 2007)

Bas Graaf: Model-Driven Evolution of Software Architectures, 
Dissertation, Delft University of Technology, 2007.

Model 
transformations 

Is this is a function or an 
application thereof?
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Different example. Different notation.

Fig. 2.A visual sketch of a simplified megamodel for O/X mapping with .NET’s xsd.exe

We discuss the languages first. The C# language is mentioned because schema-

derived object models are represented in C#. (Other .NET languages could be

used here as well.) The XSD language (i.e., the language of XML schemas) is

mentioned because an XML schema is the major point of reference: the schema

to which XML data has to conform and the schema from which to generate an

object model. The XML language is mentioned because it denotes the primary

representation format for data. Finally, we use ClrObj to refer to the language

of all object graphs, say in the CLR of the type system of .NET.

There are two schemas involved in such O/X mapping: the XML schema,

xmlTypes, for XML data and the object model, ooTypes, for objects. Both

schemas are associated with the corresponding language by edges denoting mem-

bership (see ‘ � ’). The schemas are connected to each other through the technol-

ogy node xsd.exe proxying for the class-generation mode of using the command-

line tool xsd.exe.
There are two instances—one for each schema; the associations (edges) de-

note conformance (see ‘χ ’). The instances are connected to each other through

the technology node de-serialize proxying for the API function for de-serialization

as provided by the API System.Xml.Serialization.

At this point, the notion of a megamodel becomes clear. That is, a megamodel

identifies entities such as languages, schemas, instances, and technologies as well

as relationships such as membership, conformance, and dataflow. Naturally, the

following questions arise:

� Did we model all crucial aspects of O/X mapping?

� Did we model all interesting specifics of the .NET technology at hand?

We lack completeness in both dimensions. For instance, we did not yet model the

fact that O/X mapping is carried out ‘for a purpose’: some OO program is meant

Object/XML 
mapping with 

xsd.exe

http://softlang.uni-koblenz.de/mega/

http://userpages.uni-koblenz.de/~softlang/mega/
http://userpages.uni-koblenz.de/~softlang/mega/
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Research questions

• Can we do heavy lifting with megamodeling?

• Does a general megamodeling language exist?

‣ What are the entities of linguistic architecture?

‣ What are the relationships of interest?

‣ (What is a good visual syntax?)

• How to validate megamodels?
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Heavy lifting with megamodeling

Claim by this speaker: 

Megamodeling lifts heavily once it can explain, for example, 

Object/Relational/XML mapping at a high level of 

abstraction in a comprehensible and falsifiable manner. 

More generally, megamodeling must help with managing 
diversity and heterogeneity of software technologies.
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We have
a problem.
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Thanks to Jean-Marie Favre for this cool slide!
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Issues with 
software technologies

• Silos of knowledge
• Combining technologies
• Complexity of technologies
• Entering a new space
• Teaching technologies
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• Silos of knowledge
• Combining technologies
• Complexity of technologies
• Entering a new space
• Teaching technologies?

Issues with 
software technologies

• analogies
• examples
• abstractions

In need of ...
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Analogies, examples, abstractions
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Analogies, examples, abstractions
company "meganalysis" {
! department "Research" {
! ! manager "Craig" {
! ! ! address "Redmond"
! ! ! salary 123456
! ! }
! ! employee "Erik" {
! ! ! address "Utrecht"
! ! ! salary 12345
! ! }
! ! employee "Ralf" {
! ! ! address "Koblenz"
! ! ! salary 1234
! ! }
! }
! department "Development" {
! ! manager "Ray" {
! ! ! address "Redmond"
! ! ! salary 234567
! ! }

...

Total 
salaries

Cut 
salaries

Persist 
companies Parallelize 

operations
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Analogies, examples, abstractions

What’s the taxonomy of technologies?

What’s the essence of technology xyz?

This is where megamodeling kicks in!
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Towards a general 
megamodeling language
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Entities of megamodels
• Sets

‣ Languages

‣ Domains

‣ Relations

- e.g., meanings of models

- Functions

• e.g., meaning of tools

• Elements

‣ Strings, trees, graphs

‣ Models (values, instances)

‣ Metamodels (types, schemas)

‣ Pairs (related elements)

• Singletons

‣ Tools

‣ Other “black boxes”
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Relationships of megamodels

• Membership (“elementsOf”)

• Conformance (“conformsTo”)

• Modeling (“models” / “representationOf”)

• Correspondence (“correspondsTo”)

• Reference (“refersTo”)

• ...

The black hole of 
modeling.
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(Towards) a megamodel of the 
ATL model transformation 

language and toolkit
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Abbreviation
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Meta Model

Model and Meta Model

Model

Function

Language

Legend
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Validation of megamodels: 

How to know that we understand?
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Ecore Model

Source Metamodel Target Metamodel

Source Model Target Model

ATL Metamodel

ATL Model
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conformsTo conformsTo

conformsTo conformsTo

conformsTo

conformsTo

models

Associate each 
entity with 
“evidence”.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ecore:EPackage xmi:version="2.0"
    xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
    xmlns:ecore="http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore" name="company"
    nsURI="http://www.company.com" nsPrefix="">
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Company">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="depts" ordered="false"
        upperBound="-1" eType="#//Dept" containment="true"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Dept">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="name" ordered="false" lowerBound="1"
        eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="manager" ordered="false"
        lowerBound="1" eType="#//Employee" containment="true"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="subunits" ordered="false"
        upperBound="-1" eType="#//Subunit" containment="true"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Employee">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="person" ordered="false"
        lowerBound="1" eType="#//Person" containment="true"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="salary" eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EDouble"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Person">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="name" ordered="false" lowerBound="1"
        eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="address" ordered="false"
        lowerBound="1" eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Subunit">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="pu" ordered="false" eType="#//Employee"
        containment="true"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="du" ordered="false" eType="#//Dept"
        containment="true"/>
  </eClassifiers>
</ecore:EPackage>

http://www.omg.org/XMI
http://www.omg.org/XMI
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore
http://www.company.com
http://www.company.com
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString
http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EDouble
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ecore:EPackage xmi:version="2.0"
    xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
    xmlns:ecore="http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore" name="company"
    nsURI="http://www.company.com" nsPrefix="">
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Company">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="depts" ordered="false"
        upperBound="-1" eType="#//Dept" containment="true"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Dept">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="name" ordered="false" lowerBound="1"
        eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="manager" ordered="false"
        lowerBound="1" eType="#//Employee" containment="true"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="subunits" ordered="false"
        upperBound="-1" eType="#//Subunit" containment="true"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Employee">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="person" ordered="false"
        lowerBound="1" eType="#//Person" containment="true"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="salary" eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EDouble"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Person">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="name" ordered="false" lowerBound="1"
        eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="address" ordered="false"
        lowerBound="1" eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore#//EString"/>
  </eClassifiers>
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="Subunit">
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="pu" ordered="false" eType="#//Employee"
        containment="true"/>
    <eStructuralFeatures xsi:type="ecore:EReference" name="du" ordered="false" eType="#//Dept"
        containment="true"/>
  </eClassifiers>
</ecore:EPackage>
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Ecore Model

Source Metamodel Target Metamodel

Source Model Target Model

ATL Metamodel

ATL Model

ATL Transformation

conformsTo conformsTo

conformsTo conformsTo

conformsTo

conformsTo

models

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<Company xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns="http://www.company.com">

  <depts name="Research">
    <manager salary="123456.0">
      <person name="Craig" address="Redmond"/>
    </manager>
    <subunits>
      <pu salary="12345.0">
        <person name="Erik" address="Utrecht"/>
      </pu>
    </subunits>
    <subunits>
      <pu salary="1234.0">
        <person name="Ralf" address="Koblenz"/>
      </pu>
    </subunits>
  </depts>
  <depts name="Development">
    <manager salary="234567.0">
      <person name="Ray" address="Redmond"/>
    </manager>
    <subunits>
      <du name="Dev1">
        <manager salary="23456.0">
          <person name="Klaus" address="Boston"/>
        </manager>
        <subunits>
          <du name="Dev1.1">
            <manager salary="2345.5">
              <person name="Karl" address="Riga"/>
            </manager>
            <subunits>
              <pu salary="2344.0">
                <person name="Joe" address="Wifi City"/>
              </pu>
            </subunits>
          </du>
        </subunits>

      </du>

http://www.omg.org/XMI
http://www.omg.org/XMI
http://www.company.com
http://www.company.com
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<Company xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns="http://www.company.com">
  <depts name="Research">
    <manager salary="123456.0">
      <person name="Craig" address="Redmond"/>
    </manager>
    <subunits>
      <pu salary="12345.0">
        <person name="Erik" address="Utrecht"/>
      </pu>
    </subunits>
    <subunits>
      <pu salary="1234.0">
        <person name="Ralf" address="Koblenz"/>
      </pu>
    </subunits>
  </depts>
  <depts name="Development">
    <manager salary="234567.0">
      <person name="Ray" address="Redmond"/>
    </manager>
    <subunits>
      <du name="Dev1">
        <manager salary="23456.0">
          <person name="Klaus" address="Boston"/>
        </manager>
        <subunits>
          <du name="Dev1.1">
            <manager salary="2345.5">
              <person name="Karl" address="Riga"/>
            </manager>
            <subunits>
              <pu salary="2344.0">
                <person name="Joe" address="Wifi City"/>
              </pu>
            </subunits>
          </du>
        </subunits>
      </du>
    </subunits>
  </depts>
</Company>
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Ecore Model

Source Metamodel Target Metamodel

Source Model Target Model

ATL Metamodel

ATL Model

ATL Transformation

conformsTo conformsTo

conformsTo conformsTo

conformsTo

conformsTo

models

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ecore:EPackage xmi:version="2.0"
    xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" xmlns:xsi="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
    xmlns:ecore="http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore" 
name="Total"
    nsURI="http://www.total.com">
  <eClassifiers xsi:type="ecore:EClass" name="TotalWrapper">
    <eStructuralFeatures 
xsi:type="ecore:EAttribute" name="total" 
eType="ecore:EDataType http://www.eclipse.org/
emf/2002/Ecore#//EDouble"/>
  </eClassifiers>
</ecore:EPackage>

http://www.omg.org/XMI
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http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
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module Total;
create OUT: Total from IN: Company;

rule Company2Total {
        from
         company : Company!Company 
        to 
         t : Total!TotalWrapper (
                total <- Company!Employee.allInstances() 
   -> collect(e | e.salary) -> sum()                      
         )
}
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module Total;
create OUT: Total from IN: Company;

rule Company2Total {
        from
         company : Company!Company 
        to 
         t : Total!TotalWrapper (
                total <- Company!Employee.allInstances() 
    -> collect(e | e.salary) -> sum()                      
         )
}
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Ecore Model

Source Metamodel Target Metamodel

Source Model Target Model

ATL Metamodel

ATL Model
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What about the 
relationships?
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Leveling expectations: 
By no means, we are ATL experts.

Slogan for the rest: Please help me to get these slides right
(so that I can publish a great paper some day).
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Discussion:
The complex nature of Ecore

XML

XMI

Ecore

Ecore Model

subsetOf

subsetOf

conformsTo

elementOf
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Discussion:
The complex nature of Ecore

XML

XMI

Ecore

Ecore Model

XMLish Ecore

subsetOf

conformsTo

elementOf

correspondsTo(eachOther)

subsetOf

“Italics” 
means 

“abstract”
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Discussion:
The role of ASM

ASM XML

ASM DTD ATL Library

ATL Model

subsetOf

models

elementOf

conformsTo refersTo
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Discussion:
The issue of compilation

ATL Compiler

Source Metamodel ATL Model Target Metamodel

ASM Model

ASM DTD

ASM

ATL TransformationSource Model Target Model

conformsTo

elementOf

models

models

conformsTo conformsTo
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Discussion:
The issue of compilation

ATL Compiler

Source Metamodel ATL Model Target Metamodel

ASM Model

ASM DTD

ASM

ATL TransformationSource Model Target Model

conformsTo

elementOf

models

models

conformsTo conformsTo

Oops: the compiler does not process source and target 
metamodels (even though it could or perhaps should). 

Thanks to AtlanMod for pointing this out. 
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Discussion:
The issue of interpretation

ATL Compiler

Source Metamodel ATL Model Target Metamodel

ASM Model

ASM DTD

ASM

ATL Virtual MachineSource Model Target Model
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Discussion:
The issue of interpretation

ATL Compiler

Source Metamodel ATL Model Target Metamodel

ASM Model

ASM DTD

ASM

ATL Virtual MachineSource Model Target Model

conformsTo

elementOf

models
conformsTo conformsTo

Oops: the virtual machine processes source and target 
metamodels so that it can de-/serialize and type-check. 

Thanks to AtlanMod for pointing this out. 
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Further discussion topics

• KM3

• Compiler internals

• Eclipse support

• ...
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Conclusion

• Megamodels model linguistic architecture.

• ATL requires a non-trivial megamodel.

• First ideas for such a megamodel were presented.

• Let’s work on the ultimate ATL megamodel.

Thanks!Questions?


